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A decode-and-forward system with an energy-
harvesting relay is analyzed for the case when an
arbitrary number of independent interference signals
affect the communication at both the relay and the
destination nodes. The scenario in which the relay
harvests energy from both the source and interference
signals using a time switching scheme is analyzed. The
analysis is performed for the interference-limited
Nakagami-m fading environment, assuming a realistic
nonlinearity for the electronic devices. The closed-form
outage probability expression for the system with a
nonlinear energy harvester is derived. An asymptotic
expression valid for the case of a simpler linear
harvesting model is also provided. The derived
analytical results are corroborated by an independent
simulation model. The impacts of the saturation
threshold power, the energy-harvesting ratio, and the
number and power of the interference signals on the
system performance are analyzed.
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I. Introduction

It is well-known that the use of cooperation provides an
improvement in the performance, reliability, and coverage
of wireless networks [1]. The ever-increasing number of
devices in wireless networks calls for a fundamentally
different approach for powering devices as traditional
battery replacement becomes impractical and costly. The
use of energy-harvesting techniques represents a
promising solution to this problem and has attracted a
considerable amount of attention from the scientific
community in recent years [2]–[4].
Although natural energy sources offer ecological

solutions, radio frequency (RF) energy harvesting
provides a reliability that is of essential importance for this
type of network. An energy-harvesting-based system in
which a node is only powered by useful signal energy was
analyzed in [5]–[7]. Although the co-channel interference
(CCI) in traditional communication systems always
deteriorates the system performance [8]–[10], the effect of
interference in systems with energy harvesting is two-
fold. Moreover, the interference signal jeopardizes
communication, but it also serves as the energy source for
the harvesting relay and therefore might improve the relay
transmit power and system performance [11]. An analysis
of a system that employs energy harvesting from both the
useful and interference signals at the receiver is provided
in [12], considering the optimal switching mode between
information and power transfer for the point-to-point link.
A performance analysis of a network where a transmitter
device with multiple antennas harvests energy from
interference and ambient RF sources is provided in [13].
Furthermore, analyses of networks with an energy-
harvesting and interference alignment algorithm can be
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found in [14], [15]. Finally, a novel cooperative
mechanism with spectrum sharing and energy harvesting
from both the useful and ambient signals was proposed for
5G networks in [16], as it simultaneously addresses the
challenges of energy and spectral efficiency.
The concept of a decode-and-forward (DF) relay that

harvests energy from both the source and CCI signals
was proposed in [17] considering a Rayleigh fading
environment. An analysis of the impact of the CCI on
an amplify-and-forward (AF) relay network was later
provided in [18]. However, both papers considered the
linear energy harvester model, which might be impractical
in realistic scenarios owing to the nonlinearities of the
electronic components, as recently reported in [19], [20].
Analyses of AF and DF relaying networks with a
nonlinear model were provided in [21] and [22],
respectively. Still, these papers do not consider the impact
of the CCI signals on the performance of the energy-
harvesting relaying system.
In this paper, we analyze a system with a DF relay

that harvests energy from both the source and CCI using
a time switching scheme. In contrast to [17], a nonlinear
model of energy harvesting at the relay is applied,
where the harvested energy of the relay depends on both
the input power and saturation threshold power. In the
observed system, the interference signals are presented
at both the relay and destination nodes, whereas in [17],
the CCI disturbs communication only at the relay node.
Additionally, a more general case of a Nakagami-m
distributed fading environment is considered in our
paper.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows:

• We analyze the nonlinear energy-harvesting DF relay
system, where communication is affected by the existence
of an arbitrary number of independent interference signals
at both the relay and the destination nodes.

• We derive a novel exact closed-form expression for the
outage probability of the interference-limited system and
the general case of a Nakagami-m distributed fading
environment, which accurately models a wide range of
propagation scenarios. The impacts of the system and
channel parameters on the system performance are
demonstrated.

• Simple asymptotic expressions for the outage
probability that are valid for important scenarios are
derived, enabling a more simple analysis with a high
accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes the system and channel model. In Section III, an
outage probability analysis is presented with the
corresponding derivations given in Appendices I and II.

Numerical and simulation results for the outage
probability and throughput with discussions are presented
in Section IV. Some concluding remarks are given in
Section V.

II. System and Channel Model

We consider the DF relaying system model shown in
Fig. 1, where the source node S communicates with the
destination D via the DF relay R without a direct link
between them. The source node transmits the signal s
with the power PS to the relay, and the signal at the
relay node is subject to the simultaneous impact of N
independent CCI signals. We consider the interference-
limited scenario, where the power of the interference
signals is much larger than the additive white Gaussian
noise power at the relay and destination nodes; thus, the
latter can be neglected in the analytical derivations, as in
[8], [9].
Therefore, the received signal at the relay R is

ySR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
PS

p
hSRsþ

XN
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PRi

p
gRisRi; (1)

where the interference signal is denoted by sRi with the
corresponding signal power of PRi (i = 1, . . . , N). Further,
hSR and gRi (i = 1, . . . , N) are the channel fading gains
between S and R and from ith interference source to R,
respectively.
On the basis of (1), the received signal-to-interference

ratio (SIR) at the relay is defined as

cR ¼ PS hSRj j2
PN
i¼1

PRi gRij j2
¼ cSR

IR
; (2)

where cSR ¼ PS hSRj j2, and IR ¼ PN
i¼1 PRi gRij j2.

The relay has limited energy resources, and the energy
is harvested on the basis of the time switching scheme

S

R

D

hSR hRD

gR1

gR2
gRN

gD1

gD2

gDM

Fig. 1. System model.
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from both the source and interference signals. The
first part aT (0 ≤ a ≤ 1) of each frame T is used for
energy harvesting, and the total energy is EH ¼
g
�
PS hSRj j2 þPN

i¼1 PRi gRij j2�aT , where g is the energy
conversion efficiency coefficient. The remaining time
1� að ÞT is split into two equal parts. The first part is
dedicated to the transmission of the information signal to
the relay, whereas the second part includes the
transmission of the information signal from the relay to
the destination.
As the electronic devices implemented in the energy

harvester at the relay are nonlinear elements, we apply a
nonlinear model for the energy harvester [21]. The
harvested energy is linearly proportional to the input
power for the values below the saturation threshold power
Pth. A further increase in the input power does not lead to
an additional increase in the harvested energy, as the
saturation effect occurs. Therefore, the transmit power of
the relay can be expressed as

PR ¼ EH

1� að ÞT=2 ¼
2ga
1�a cSR þ IRð Þ ; cSR þ IR �Pth;

2gaPth
1�a ; cSR þ IR [Pth :

(

(3)

We assume that the destination is corrupted by the total
number of interference signals M, which are not used for
energy harvesting and have only a degrading effect on
signal detection. The signal at the destination is given by

yD ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PR

p
hRDsR þ

XM
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PDi

p
gDisDi; (4)

where sR is the signal transmitted from the relay, sDi is ith
interference signal with the power PDi (i = 1, . . . , M), and
hRD and gDi are the channel fading gains of the second
hop between R and D and from ith interference signal,
respectively. At the destination, the SIR (in the
interference-limited environment) is given as

cD ¼ PR hRDj j2
PM
i¼1

PDi gDij j2
¼ PR

cRD
ID

; (5)

where cRD ¼ hRDj j2, and ID ¼ PM
i¼1 PDi gDij j2. On the

basis of (3) and (5), the SIR at the destination can be
rewritten as

cD ¼
2ga
1�a

cRD
ID

cSR þ IRð Þ ; cSR þ IR �Pth ;
2ga
1�a

cRD
ID

Pth; cSR þ IR [Pth :

(
(6)

In the considered system, the Nakagami-m distribution
of fading is assumed, and the distribution of the random

variables (RVs) cSR and cRD can be described by the
Gamma probability density function (PDF) [23]

fc xð Þ ¼ 1
C mð Þ

m
X

� �m
xm�1 exp �mx

X

� �
: (7)

The fading parameters m and Ω = E[x2] are denoted as
(mSR, ΩSR) and (mRD, ΩRD) for the S–R and R–D channels,
respectively; E[�] denotes the mathematical expectation, and
Γ(�) is the Gamma function [24, (8.310.1)].
All interference links at both the relay and destination

are subject to independent Nakagami-m fading. Therefore,
the power of the sum of N identical interference signals at
the relay, IR, follows a Gamma distribution with the
parameters mIR and ΩIR as

fIR xð Þ ¼ 1
C NmIRð Þ

mIR

XIR

� �NmIR

xNmIR�1 exp �mIRx
XIR

� �
: (8)

The PDF of the total power of M interference signals at the
destination ID is described by the following expression:

fID xð Þ ¼ 1
C MmIDð Þ

mID

XID

� �MmID

xMmID�1 exp �mIDx
XID

� �
:

(9)

III. Outage Probability

In this section, we investigate the outage probability as
an important system performance metric and provide a
novel closed-form expression. The outage probability in
the considered DF relaying system is defined as the
probability that the received SIR at the relay or destination
falls below predetermined threshold, cth, that is,

POUT cthð Þ ¼ Feq cthð Þ
¼ Pr cR � cthf g þ Pr cD � cth; cR [ cthf g ;

(10)

which can further be expressed as

POUT cthð Þ ¼ Pr v� cthf g

þ Pr u� cth
w

;w[
cth
Pth

; v[ cth

	 


þ Pr w� cth
Pth

; v[ cth

	 


¼ =1 þ =2 þ =3 ; (11)

where v ¼ cSR=IR, u = cSR + IR, and w ¼ 2gacRD=
1� að ÞIDð Þ.
By using the changes in the RVs and the appropriate

mathematical manipulations, as described in Appendix I,
the expression =1 in (11) is defined and solved as
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=1 ¼ Pr v� cthf g ¼ H1k1
mSRcmSR

th

� 2F1 mSR;mSR þ NmIR; mSR þ 1; � k1cthð Þ; (12)

where k1 ¼ mSRXIR=mIRXSR, H1 ¼ ð1=mSRÞ½ðC mSRþð
NmIRÞÞ=ðC mSRð ÞC NmIRð ÞÞ�, and 2F1 a; b; c; zð Þ denotes
the Gaussian hypergeometric function defined in [25,
(07.23.02.0001.01)].
The second expression =2 in (11) is defined as

=2 ¼ Pr u� cth
w

;w[
cth
Pth

; v[ cth

	 


¼
Z1
cth
Pth

Z1

cth

Zcthw
0

fu;v u; vð Þdudv

0
B@

1
CAfw wð Þdw :

(13)

The joint PDF of the RVs u and v, fu;v u; vð Þ, and the PDF of
the RV w are derived in Appendix I. The triple integral =2

defined in the previous equation is solved by following the
derivation given in the Appendices and can be written as

=2 ¼
XmSR�1

k¼0

N kð Þ 1� k1ð Þ�NmIR�k
�
=21 � =22

�
XNmIRþk�1

p¼0

k1
mSR

p!
� 1� k1

1þ cthk1

� �p cth þ 1
1þ cthk1

� �mSR�k

� =23 � =24ð Þ
�
;

(14)
where N kð Þ ¼ C NmIRþkð Þ

C mSRð ÞC NmIRð Þ ð
mSR�1

k
Þ �1ð Þk , and the

expressions =2k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are defined and solved in
the Appendices and presented in their exact closed forms
in the following. The first expression ℑ

21 is given by

=21¼ k1
kC mSR�kð Þ mRD

MmID
H2

k5
k2

� �MmID

� 2F1 mRDþMmID;MmID;MmIDþ1;�k5
k2

� �
:

(15)

The second expression =22 in (14) can be presented in an
exact closed form as

=22¼k1
kmRDH2k

mRD
2 C mSR�kð Þexp k2k3ð Þ

�
XmSR�k�1

r¼0

XMmID�1þr

s¼0

MmID�1þr

s

� �
k3

r

r !
�k2ð ÞMmID�1þr�s

�
�
k1þs�mRD�MmID
2 EmRDþMmID�s k2k3ð Þ

� k2þk5ð Þ1þs�mRD�MmIDEmRDþMmID�s k3 k2þk5ð Þð Þ
�
;

(16)

and the third expression =23 can be written in the
following form:

=23 ¼ C mSR � k þ pð Þ mRD

MmID
H2

k5
k2

� �MmID

� 2F1 mRD þMmID;MmID;MmID þ 1; � k5
k2

� �
:

(17)

The closed-form solution for =24 is given by

=24 ¼ mRDH2k2
mRDC mSR � k þ pð Þ exp k2k4ð Þ

�
XmSR�kþp�1

l¼0

XMmID�1þl

q¼0

MmID � 1þ l

q

� �

� �k2ð ÞMmID�1þl�q k4
l

l!

� k1þq�mRD�MmID
2 EmRDþMmID�q k2k4ð Þ

�

� k2 þ k5ð Þ1þq�mRD�MmIDEmRDþMmID�q k4 k2 þ k5ð Þð Þ
�
;

(18)

where Ev(x) is the exponential integral [25,
(06.34.02.0001.01)], and the parameters are defined as

H2 ¼ C mRDþMmIDð Þ
mRDC mRDð ÞC MmIDð Þ, c¼ 2ga

1�að Þ, k2 ¼ mRDXID
mIDXRDc

, k3 ¼ mSR
XSR

cth,

k5 ¼ Pth
cth
, and k4 ¼ cth

1þcth
mIR
XIR

1þ cth
mSRXIR
mIRXSR

� �
.

Finally, the expression =3 defined in (11) is solved by
applying the mathematical manipulations presented in
Appendix I, and the closed-form solution is given by the
following formula:

=3¼Pr w� cth
Pth

;v[cth

	 

¼Pr w� cth

Pth

	 

Pr v[cthf g

¼H2
k2
k5

� �mRD

2F1 mRD; mRDþMmID; mRDþ1;�k2
k5

� �

�
�
1�H1k1

mSRcmSR
th 2F1 mSR;mSRþNmIR;mSRþ1;�k1cthð Þ

�
:

(19)

By substituting the derived closed form-expressions in
(12) and (14) to (19) into (11), we obtain the final closed-
form expression for the outage probability.

1. Special Cases

Remark 1. When the power of the signal is dominant
compared to the power of the interference at the relay, the
parameters k1 and k3 asymptotically approach a value of
zero. Consequently, the expressions =1 ? 0 and
=2 ? 0, and the asymptotic expression for the outage
probability is given by
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Pout�H2
k2
k5

� �mRD

2F1 mRD;mRDþMmID;mRDþ1; �k2
k5

� �
:

(20)

Remark 2. When the SIR at the destination node is
large, the parameter k2 ? 0, and the asymptotic
expression for the outage probability is given by the
expression =1, that is,

Pout � H1k1
mSRcmSR

th

� 2F1 mSR;mSR þ NmIR; mSR þ 1; � k1cthð Þ :
(21)

Remark 3. When Pth ? ∞, the parameter k5 ? ∞,
and the outage probability expression in (11) that is valid
for the interference-limited scenario and the general case
of the nonlinear harvesting model is simplified to the
expression valid for the linear model. Since the expression
=3 ? 0 when k5 ? ∞ according to [25,
(07.23.06.0001.02)] and the expression =1 in (12) does
not depend on Pth, the outage probability is given by

PPth!1
out ¼ =1 þ =Pth!1

2 : (22)

After applying k5 ? ∞ and the identity in [25,
(07.23.06.0023.01)] to (15) and (17), we derive =Pth!1

21

and =Pth!1
23 , respectively, as

=Pth!1
21 ¼ k1

kC mSR � kð Þ; (23)

=Pth!1
23 ¼ C mSR � k þ pð Þ: (24)

By utilizing the identity in [25, (06.34.03.0014.01)] in (16)
and (18), we obtain the following results for =Pth!1

22 and
=Pth!1

24 , respectively:

=Pth!1
22 ¼ k1

kmRDH2C mSR � kð Þ exp k2k3ð Þ

�
XmSR�k�1

r¼0

XMmID�1þr

s¼0

MmID � 1þ r

s

� �
k2k3ð Þr
r !

� �1ð ÞMmID�1þr�sEmRDþMmID�s k2k3ð Þ;
(25)

=Pth!1
24 ¼mRDH2C mSR�kþpð Þexp k2k4ð Þ

�
XmSR�kþp�1

l¼0

XMmID�1þl

q¼0

MmID�1þl

q

� �
k2k4ð Þl
l!

� �1ð ÞMmID�1þl�qEmRDþMmID�q k2k4ð Þ:

(26)

By substituting the expressions in (12), (14), and (23)
to (26) into (22), we derive the closed-form outage
probability expression for the case when a simple linear
energy-harvesting model at the relay is applied.

IV. Numerical Results

The outage performance is examined for various system
and fading parameters in this section. The accuracy of the
derived analytical expressions and corresponding
asymptotic approximations are corroborated by the
independent simulation method. Fading envelope
waveform sequences with L = 107 samples are generated
for both links from the source to the relay and from the
relay to the destination as well as for all links from the
interference sources to the relay and destination. The
outage performance is evaluated by averaging over
successive channel realizations. The numerical results for
the outage probability are provided using the closed-form
expression, which is obtained by substituting the
expressions in (12) and (14) to (18) into (11).
In Fig. 2, the dependence of the outage probability on the

average signal power in the S–R link ΩSR is presented for
different values of the interference signal power ΩIR and
saturation threshold power Pth. Although the derived
analytical expressions are valid in general, for the numerical
analysis of the outage probability, we set the parameters
to cth = –5 dB, mSR = 1, mRD = mID = mIR = 2, and
ΩID = 0 dB. From the results shown, it can be observed
that the outage probability decreases with the increase in
the parameter ΩSR. Furthermore, the increase in Pth leads to
better system performance. The increase in the interference
power has a negative influence on the system performance,
as was previously noted in [17] for the linear harvesting
model. From the results presented in Fig. 2 for the
nonlinear energy harvester model, it is noted that the
influence of the interference is more dominant for larger
values of the saturation threshold power. Moreover, we can
see that for very low values of the signal power ΩSR, the

O
ut

ag
e 

pr
ob

ab
ili

ty

ΩSR (dB)
–20 –10 0 10 20 30 40

10–5

10–4

10–3

10–2

10–1

100

Fig. 2. Outage probability vs. average signal power for S–R
link.
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impact of Pth on the outage probability diminishes. This
result can be explained by the fact that for small ΩSR, the
total input power is lower than the threshold value Pth. For
large values of ΩSR, an outage floor occurs, and the value
of the floor is determined by the derived asymptotic
expression in (20). Moreover, the value of the outage floor
decreases for increasing values of Pth.
In Fig. 3, the outage probability is presented as a

function of the energy-harvesting ratio a for different
numbers of independent interference signals at the
destination M and various values of the threshold power
Pth. For all analyzed cases, the outage probability
decreases as the values of the energy-harvesting ratio a
and harvesting threshold power Pth increase. Moreover,
the outage probability becomes worse for a larger number
of interference signals M. However, for high values of a,
the influence of the number of interference signals and
threshold power diminishes. The outage probability is then
determined by the approximate expression in (21), that is,
by the parameter values of the first hop. In this case, the
number of interference signals, that is, the interference
power at the destination, and Pth do not have a significant
influence on the outage probability.
Figure 4 presents the outage probability as a function of

the threshold power Pth for different values of the parameter
a and the average signal power for the S–R link ΩSR. The
outage performance is improved as the average power of
the first link increases. Owing to the nonlinearity of
the energy-harvesting model, the outage probability
significantly decreases as the threshold power increases.
However, at high values of Pth, an outage probability floor
exists, and the system acts as one with linear energy
harvesting. This outage probability floor is determined by
substituting the closed-form expressions in (12), (14), and

(23) to (26) into (22). The minimum value of Pth where the
outage floor occurs is increased for higher values of the
average power ΩSR and smaller values of a. The outage
probability also decreases with the increase in the parameter
a, but as shown in Fig. 3, this difference is not significant
for larger parameter values (therefore, the curves for
a = 0.5 and a = 0.9 overlap in the floor region).
In Figs. 5 and 6, the achievable throughput Tout of the

interference-limited nonlinear energy-harvesting DF
system is analyzed as an important outage performance
metric [17], [23]. The achievable throughput is given by

Tout ¼ 1� að ÞCout; (27)

where Cout is outage capacity of the system defined as

Cout ¼ 0:5�
�
1� Pout cthð Þ

�
log2 1þ cthð Þ: (28)

The outage capacity is the maximum data rate that can be
achieved in the channel with the outage probability
Pout = Pr(c < cth) that occurs when the channel is in deep
fading. The factor 0.5 is included in (28) since the total
communication time is divided into two equal parts
dedicated to transmission from the source to the relay and
from the relay to the destination. Finally, as the
information is transferred only during the time (1 – a)T of
the frame T, the achievable throughput is given by (27).
The dependence of the throughput Tout on a is presented

in Fig. 5 for various numbers of independent interference
signals at the relay and destination. The outage threshold is
set to cth = 5 dB. It is noted that for the optimal value of a,
a maximum value exists for Tout, which is dependent on the
number of interference signals at the relay and destination,
that is, the total power of the interference signals. The
optimal value of a is lower when the number of interference
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Fig. 3. Outage probability vs. energy-harvesting ratio a for
various numbers of interference signals at D.
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Fig. 4. Outage probability vs. saturation threshold power Pth.
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signals at the relay N is greater. In other words, the increased
power of the interference signals at the relay results in a
lower optimal value of a, meaning that the optimal time for
energy harvesting is shorter. At the same time, a degradation
in the system performance (Tout) occurs. On the other hand,
when the number of interference signals at the destination M
is increased, a deterioration in the system performance also
occurs, but a longer harvesting time is needed to achieve the
maximum Tout. The interference signals at the destination
are not involved in energy harvesting but only lead to the
performance degradation.
Figure 6 shows the throughput Tout as a function of

the energy-harvesting ratio a for different values of the
Nakagami-m fading parameters and saturation threshold
power Pth. Higher values of the fading parameters lead to
an increased achievable throughput for all values of a.
Furthermore, for all analyzed parameter values, a maximum

value for the throughput and the corresponding optimal ratio
a exist. For a greater threshold power Pth, the optimal value
of a is lower, and the maximum Tout is increased. This effect
can be explained by the fact that when the values of Pth are
small owing to the nonlinearity and power limitation, a
longer time is needed to harvest the optimal energy.
The ergodic capacity is also an important metric for the

spectral efficiency applicable to systems with no delay
limitations. It represents the maximum long-term rate that
can be achieved with an arbitrarily small probability of
error and can be calculated as [17, (21)]

Cerg ¼ 1
2 ln 2

Z1

0

1� Feq cð Þ
1þ c

dc; (29)

and the achievable throughput can be obtained as

Terg ¼ 1� að ÞCerg: (30)

By utilizing (29) and (30), we have obtained numerical
and simulation results for Terg that are presented in Fig. 7
for various values of Pth and the energy-harvesting ratio a.
It is noted that lower values of the energy-harvesting ratio
a result in greater values of the achievable throughput, as
more time is spent for information encoding and
transmission in this case. On the other hand, greater values
of a mean that more time is spent on energy harvesting,
which results in worse system performance. In addition, as
the energy-harvesting ratio increases, the impact of the
threshold power on the system performance diminishes.

V. Conclusion

This paper has analyzed a DF relay system based on a
realistic nonlinear model, in which a relay harvests
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energy. Besides the desired signal from the source, the
relay is powered by interference signals using the time
switching scheme. Closed-form expressions for the outage
probability and achievable throughput have been derived
for the interference-limited case and Nakagami-m fading
environment. Furthermore, an analysis is provided for
high average SNR values, and an outage expression for
a simpler linear harvesting model is also derived.
Simulation results are presented, and the accuracy of the
derived analytical results is confirmed.
It has been concluded that an outage probability floor

exists in the range of large values of the average power of the
S–R link. This outage probability floor is highly dependent
on the nonlinearity of the electronic devices in relay energy
harvester (that is, the value of the saturation threshold
power). This means that a further increase in the desired
signal power will not improve the system performance.
Furthermore, when the average power of the R–D link and
the energy-harvesting ratio are high, the effects of the
number of interference signals at the destination and the
threshold power on the outage performance are diminished.
It can be observed that in the case of a large threshold power,
the considered system acts similar to the linear one. On the
basis of the results for the achievable throughput, it has been
noted that an optimal value exists for the energy-harvesting
ratio, which maximizes the system throughput. This optimal
value is lower when the number of interference signals and
their power at the relay are increased as well as when the
number of interference signals and their power at the
destination are decreased. In addition, the optimal value of
the energy-harvesting ratio is greater when the saturation
threshold power is lower.
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Appendix I

In order to determine the expression =1, we need the
cumulative density function (CDF) of the ratio
v ¼ cSR=IR, which can be calculated using [26, (7.23)]:
Fm cthð Þ ¼ Pr v� cthf g ¼ R cth

0

R1
0 xfc

SR
uxð ÞfIR xð Þdxdu.

After applying [24, (3.351.3)] and [24, (3.194.1)], the
expression =1 is solved and given in (12).
In order to obtain the integrals =2 and =3, a statistic for

the RV w ¼ 2gacRD= 1� að ÞIDð Þ is required. Using

fw wð Þ ¼ R1
0 xfc

RD
uxð ÞfID xð Þdx, we obtain the PDF of w in

the following form:

fw wð Þ ¼ C mRD þMmIDð Þ
C mRDð ÞC MmIDð Þ

mRDXID

cmIDXRD

� �mRD

� wmRD�1

mRDXIDw
mIDXRDc

þ 1
� �mRDþMmID

: (A1)

In a similar manner, we can find the CDF of w as

Pr w� cth
Pth

	 

¼ A2

k2
k5

� �mRD

� 2F1 mRD; mRD þMmID; mRD þ 1; � k2
k5

� �
:

(A2)

To solve the integral =2, the joint PDF for u
¼ cSR þ IRð Þ and v ¼ cSR=IR is needed. With the help of
fu;v u; vð Þ ¼ Jj j fcSR uv=ðvþ 1ð ÞÞfIR u=ðvþ 1ð ÞÞ [26, (7-37)],
where Jj j ¼ u= vþ 1ð Þ2 is the Jacobian determinant, and
by replacing the appropriate PDFs, the joint PDF is found
to be

fu;v u;vð Þ ¼ umSR�1þNmIRvmSR�1

C mSRð ÞC NmIRð Þ
mSR

XSR

� �mSR mIR

XIR

� �NmIR

� 1
vþ 1

� �NmIRþmSR

exp �mSR

XSR

uv
vþ 1

� �
exp �mIR

XIR

u
vþ 1

� �
:

(A3)

Appendix II

The first step in the process of solving the integral =2 is

to find
R1
cth

fu;v u; vð Þdv: After substituting t ¼ vþ 1ð Þ�1

into (A3), applying the binomial theorem, and using [24,
(3.351.2)], the integral is obtained as

Z1

cth

fu;v u;vð Þdv¼
XmSR�1

k¼0

mSR�1

k

� �
�1ð Þk mSR

XSR

� �mSR mIR

XIR

� ��k

� 1�mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� ��NmIR�k C NmIRþkð Þ
C mSRð ÞC NmIRð Þ

� umSR�1�k exp �mSRu
XSR

� ��
�e

� 1
cthþ1

mIR
XIR

�mSR
XSR

� �
u�mSRu

XSR

�
XNmIRþk�1

p¼0

1
p!

1
cthþ1

mIR

XIR
�mSR

XSR

� �� �p

umSR�1�kþp

!
:

(A4)

Further, the integration of (A4) with respect to v is
performed on the basis of [24, (3.351.1)] as
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Zcth=w

0

Z1

cth

fu;v u;vð Þdvdu¼
XmSR�1

k¼0

C NmIRþkð Þ
C mSRð ÞC NmIRð Þ

� mSR�1

k

� �
�1ð Þk 1�mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� ��NmIR�k

�
�

mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� �k

: C mSR�kð Þ�C mSR�k;
mSR

XSR

cth
w

� �� �

�
XNmIRþk�1

p¼0

1
p!

1�mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� �p 1
cthþ1

� ��mSRþk mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� �mSR

� 1þcth
mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� ��mSRþk�p�
C mSR�kþpð Þ:

�C mSR�kþp;
1

cthþ1
mIR

XIR
1þcth

mSRXIR

mIRXSR

� �
cth
w

� ���
:

(A5)

In (A5), Γ(�,�) is the incomplete Gamma function [24,
(8.350.2)].
After substituting (A5) into (13) and using the

corresponding replacement of parameters, the integral =2

is rewritten as (14), where

=21 ¼
Z1
cth
Pth

k1
kC mSR � kð ÞmRDH2k2

mRD

� wmRD�1

k2wþ 1ð ÞmRDþMmID
dw ;

(A6)

=22 ¼
Z1
cth
Pth

k1
kC mSR � k;

mSR

XSR

cth
w

� �
mRDH2k2

mRD

� wmRD�1

k2wþ 1ð ÞmRDþMmID
dw ;

(A7)

=23 ¼
Z1
cth
Pth

C mSR � k þ pð ÞmRDH2k2
mRD

� wmRD�1

k2wþ 1ð ÞmRDþMmID
dw ;

(A8)

=24¼
Z1
cth
Pth

C mSR�kþp;
1

cthþ1
mIR

XIR
1þcthk1ð Þcth

w

� �

�mRDH2k2
mRD

wmRD�1

k2wþ1ð ÞmRDþMmID
dw:

(A9)

The integrals =21 and =23 are solved by using [24,
(3.194.2)], and the corresponding final closed-form

solutions are given in (15) and (17), respectively. To solve
the integrals =22 and =24, the series representation of the
Gamma function is performed on the basis of [24,
(8.352.2)]. After applying the corresponding replacements
t = 1/w and x = a2 + t and by utilizing [24,
(06.34.07.0001.01)], the final closed-form solutions of
integrals =22 and =24 are derived and presented in (16)
and (18), respectively.
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